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Abstract
Objectives Percutaneous liver biopsy (PLB) poses specific challenges in oncological patients such as bleeding and tumour
seeding. This study’s aim was to compare a coaxial (C-PLB) and non-coaxial (NC-PLB) biopsy technique in terms of diagnostic
yield, safety and seeding risk of image-guided PLB techniques in an oncological setting.
Methods Local research committee approval was obtained for this single-site retrospective study. Patients who underwent a PLB
between November 2011 and December 2017 were consecutively included. Medical records were reviewed to determine
diagnostic yield and complications. Follow-up imaging was re-reviewed for seeding, defined as visible tumour deposits along
the PLB track. Mann-Whitney U and chi-squared tests were performed to investigate differences between biopsy techniques in
sample number, complications and seeding rate.
Results In total, 741 patients (62 ± 13 years, 378 women) underwent 932 PLB (C-PLB 72.9% (679/932); NC-PLB 27.1% (253/
932)). More tissue cores (p < 0.001) were obtained with C-PLB (median 4 cores; range 1–12) compared with NC-PLB (2 cores;
range 1–4) and diagnostic yield was similar for both techniques (C-PLB 92.6% (629/679); NC-PLB 92.5% (234/253); p = 0.940).
Complication rate (9.3%; 87/932) using C-PLB (8.2% (56/679)) was lower comparedwith NC-PLB (12.3% (31/253); p = 0.024).
Major complications were uncommon (C-PLB 2.7% (18/679); NC-PLB 2.8% (7/253)); bleeding developed in 1.2% (11/932; C-
PLB 1.2% (8/679); NC-PLB 1.2% (3/253)). Seeding was a rare event, occurring significantly less in C-PLB cases (C-PLB 1.3%
(7/544); NC-PLB 3.1% (6/197); p = 0.021).
Conclusions C-PLB allows for high diagnostic tissue yield with a lower complication and seeding rate than a NC-PLB and
should be the preferred method in an oncological setting.
Key Points
• A coaxial percutaneous liver biopsy achieves a significant higher number of cores and fewer complications than a non-coaxial
biopsy technique.

• The risk of tumour seeding is very low and is significantly lower using the coaxial biopsy technique.
• In this study, a larger number of cores (median = 4) could be safely acquired using the coaxial technique, providing sufficient
material for advanced molecular analysis.
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Abbreviations
CRC Colorectal
CT Computed tomography
GIST Gastrointestinal stromal tumour
HCC Hepatocellular carcinoma
INR International Normalized Ratio
IV Intravenous
PLB Percutaneous liver biopsy
SIR Society of Interventional Radiology

Introduction

Image-guided percutaneous liver biopsy (PLB) is a com-
monly used minimally invasive technique to retrieve tis-
sue, usually for diagnostic purposes. In the realm of
precision medicine [1, 2], the demand for PLB is in-
creasing as clinical cancer trials mandate advanced ge-
netic and molecular tissue analyses to appropriately se-
lect and monitor patients for tailored cancer treatment
[3]. Therefore, acquisition of sufficient tissue is essential
and usually obtained via PLB at different time points
during treatment. Yet, special consideration is needed
for the fact that more and sometimes larger tissue cores
are required [4], which may increase the complication
rate and the discomfort for the patient when using the
standard non-coaxial PLB technique (NC-PLB) due to
multiple needle passes through the liver capsule.
Although several studies have shown that PLB is safe,
well tolerated and can be performed in an outpatient
setting [5–12], the published literature on image-guided
PLB is quite heterogeneous in terms of patient profile,
underlying hepatic pathology, biopsy-related technical
features and definitions of complications, making a di-
rect comparison between studies difficult. In a cancer
population, the possibility of tumour seeding has to be
considered besides general complications such as post-
biopsy bleeding. Only a few studies [13–15] have in-
vestigated the risk and frequency of tumour seeding
after PLB using different biopsy techniques. The coaxial
liver biopsy technique (C-PLB), which involves placing
a larger outer sheath needle into the target tissue,
through which subsequent biopsies are taken using a
slightly smaller needle, has been proposed to decrease
the risk of tumour seeding and complications in liver
biopsies [14]. To date, no direct comparative study be-
tween a C-PLB and NC-PLB in an oncological setting
has been performed. Therefore, the purpose of this pa-
per was to assess the diagnostic yield, safety and
seeding risk of a C-PLB versus a NC-PLB technique
in a cancer patient cohort.

Materials and methods

Patients

Approval for this single-centre retrospective study was obtain-
ed from the local research committee and informed consent
for the study was waived. A search through the clinical data-
base was performed to identify all consecutive patients that
had undergone an ultrasound or CT-guided liver biopsy be-
tween November 2011 and December 2017.

Procedure

All patients provided written informed consent for the liver
biopsy to be performed. Several pre-procedural safety mea-
sures were undertaken. Patient blood count should demon-
strate a minimum platelet count of 60,000/mm3 and an
International Normalized Ratio (INR) < 1.5. If patients were
on anticoagulant drugs, these were stopped at least 24 h in
advance prior to the blood tests, and any allergies were
documented.

An ultrasound of the liver was first performed to identify
any accessible and targetable lesions, which would be
biopsied under ultrasound guidance. If no such lesion was
identified, the procedure would be performed under CT guid-
ance owing to the technique’s higher detection rate of liver
lesions. Intravenous analgesic (fentanyl 25–100 μg) with or
without sedation (midazolam 1–4 mg) were administered by a
trained Interventional Radiology nurse to increase patient
comfort; oxygen saturation, heart and respiratory rate were
continuously monitored during the procedure.

Depending on the operator’s preference and the indication,
PLB would be performed using a disposable fully automatic
18-gauge (G) or 16G core biopsy needle with or without a
coaxial system (True-Core II, Argon Medical Devices).
Under direct image guidance, a 17G or 15G coaxial needle
was placed at the edge of the lesion and multiple cores were
obtained with a 18G or 16G automatic core biopsy needle
(True-Core II, Argon Medical Devices) respectively.
Different areas inside the lesion were sampled by changing
the angle and position of the coaxial needle. After the samples
were collected, one to four preformed 18G or 16G gelatin
foam pledgets (Hunter biopsy sealing device, Vascular solu-
tions, Inc.) were deployed through the coaxial along the tract
of the needle to facilitate haemostasis. After the completion of
the procedure, the patient was transferred to radiology recov-
ery for 4 h of bed rest and observation. Patients would leave
the hospital the same day if no complications were reported.

Data collection

Data analysis consisted of review of the patient records and re-
review of the post-procedure imaging. In our institution, CT
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imaging is routinely performed at 8–12-week intervals to as-
sess disease status. Demographics, primary tumour, indication
for the biopsy, details of the PLB procedure and the occur-
rence and nature of complications (if any) following the
Society of Interventional Radiology (SIR) Adverse Event
classification [16] as well as the diagnostic yield and histo-
pathological results were recorded. A good diagnostic yield
was defined as when sufficient tissue materials were obtained
to enable a definite histopathological diagnosis or molecular
assay. All available follow-up imaging was investigated for
signs of tumour seeding, defined as a visible small tumour
deposit along the biopsy track. Cases in which seeding was
suspected were re-reviewed by two board-certified radiolo-
gists (K.D.P and N.F.), and a consensus decision was made
on the presence of seeding. As the course of the biopsy needle
was no longer visible on follow-up imaging, this was estimat-
ed by correlating the presence of subcutaneous, subcapsular or
anterior perihepatic soft tissue with the documented site of
biopsy in the ultrasound biopsy report while considering as-
sociated technical considerations (e.g. supine or lateral
decubitus position, intercostal approach).

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis comprised descriptive statistics to summa-
rise the frequency of findings, especially with regard to diag-
nostic yield, complications and seeding. Complications were
assessed on a per-biopsy level, while seeding was assessed on
a per-patient level, only including patients with a histopatho-
logical confirmed malignancy and with follow-up imaging.

To compare both PLB techniques, non-parametric Mann-
WhitneyU test was performed to assess differences in achiev-
able number of cores and Pearson’s chi-squared test to inves-
tigate differences in complication and seeding rate per tech-
nique and per needle diameter. Due to the high disease-related
mortality number in our cohort, survival analysis was not per-
formed as deemed not meaningful. The statistical package
used was SPSS 22.0 for Windows and a p value < 0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

Results

Patient demographics

During the study period, 741 patients underwent 932 PLB in
total, the characteristics of which are summarised in Table 1.
All patients were considered to have inoperable disease at the
time of the biopsy. Eventually though, six patients ended up
having a liver resection due to downstaging of the disease after
chemotherapy (4 patients) or due to the biopsy result showing a
second primary in the liver (2 patients). One patient had a liver
transplant for multifocal hepatic haemangioendothelioma.

Most patients (81.5%; 604/741) underwent only one PLB;
however, 137 (18.5%; 137/741) had a PLB at several time
points. Two PLBs were performed in 108 patients (14.6%;
108/741), three in 18 patients (2.4%; 18/741), four in three
patients (0.4%; 3/741), and ≥ 5 in eight patients (1.1%; 8/741).
Repeat biopsies were performed in accordance with clinical
trials protocols or were clinically directed.

The indication for PLB was to obtain a (histopathological
and/or molecular) tissue diagnosis in 63.2% (589/932) or as
part of a clinical trial in 36.8% of cases (343/932). Only a
minority of cases were performed under CT guidance (9.1%;
85/932), while the majority of biopsies were feasible under
ultrasound guidance (90.9%; 847/932). A coaxial system was
used in 72.9% (679/932) of PLB (C-PLB) and a non-coaxial
technique (NC-PLB) in 27.1% (253/932). Both techniques
predominantly used an 18G biopsy needle (69.1% (469/679)
C-PLB, 85% (215/253) of NC-PLB). A significantly higher
number of cores were obtained with C-PLB compared with

Table 1 Patient/biopsy characteristics

Biopsy number 932

Number of patients 741

Age

Mean ± SD (years) 62 ± 13

Gender

Male
Female

49.0% (363/741)
51.0% (378/741)

Reason for biopsy

Clinical trial
Diagnosis/molecular

36.8% (343/932)
63.2% (589/932)

Biopsy technique

Multiple passes
Coaxial system

27.1% (253/932)
72.9% (679/932)

Diagnosis

Negative
Benign
Malignant

7.4% (69/932)
3.0% (26/863)
97.0% (837/863)

Tumour type

Colorectal
Breast
Lung
Cholangiocarcinoma
Pancreas
Upper Gastrointestinal
Prostate
Melanoma
Gynaecological
Sarcoma*
Urinary
Head/neck
Haematological
Other

20.4% (151/741)
15.5% (115/741)
9.0% (67/741)
8.2% (61/741)
6.6% (49/741)
5.7% (42/741)
5.4% (40/741)
4.6% (34/741)
3.5% (26/741)
2.7% (20/741)
2.3% (17/741)
1.8% (13/741)
1.6% (12/741)
1.2% (9/741)

SD standard deviation

*Includes gastrointestinal stromal tumour (GIST, n = 9), and miscella-
neous sarcoma types (n = 11)
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NC-PLB (median = 4 (range 1–12) versus median = 2 (range
1–5); p < 0.001). Following biopsy, median patient follow-up
time was 7 months (range 0–71 months), and post-PLB fol-
low-up imaging was available for 630 of 656 patients (96%).

Diagnostic yield

Only 69 of 932 PLBs (7.4%) were negative due to sampling
error or inadequate due to insufficient tissue. There were no
significant differences regarding diagnostic yield between bi-
opsy techniques (C-PLB diagnostic in 92.6% (629/679), NC-
PLB in 92.5% (234/253); p = 0.940) or needle diameters (18G
diagnostic in 92.4% (632/684) and 16G in 93.1% (231/248);
p = 0.70). A malignancy was demonstrated in 97.0% of PLBs
(837/863) or 88.5% of patients (656/741). Most common tu-
mour types encountered were colorectal (20.4%; 151/741),
breast (15.5%; 115/741) and lung (9.0%; 67/741) cancers.

Complications

A low overall complication rate of 9.3% (87/932) was noted;
the most common complications per biopsy technique are
summarised in Table 2. Complications were significantly less
common when a C-PLB was used (8.2% (56/679) C-PLB
versus 12.3% (31/253) NC-PLB; p = 0.024), regardless of
needle diameter (18G 8.5% (58/684) complication rate, 16G
7.3% (18/248); p = 0.547). There were no procedure related
deaths. The most common reported issues were mild grade I
complications, such as pain (4.5%; 42/932) or transient hypo-
tension (2.1%; 20/932). These were easily resolved by respec-
tively increasing the pain medication, and the administration
of fluids or atropine (0.3–1 mg IV). In a limited number of
cases (2.5%; 23/932), however, patients needed admission in
the hospital owing to more severe complications such as
bleeding (1.2%; 11/932), sepsis (1.0%; 9/932), pulmonary
embolism (0.2%; 2/932), pneumothorax (0.1%; 1/932) or de-
ranged liver function tests (0.1%; 1/932). Eleven patients

(1.2%; 11/932) presented with a post-procedural bleeding
and had a median prolonged hospital stay of 1 day (range 1–
18 days). Transarterial catheter embolisation was required in
only one patient in whom a NC-PLB was performed, while 2
patients needed thorax drainage owing to haemothorax (NC-
PLB and C-PLB). The rest of the patients presenting with
complications were managed conservatively, including blood
transfusion in five patients.

Seeding risk

Seeding was a rare event, occurring in only 13 of 741 patients
(1.8%) with adequate imaging follow-up after a median time
of 3 months (range 0–15 months) in different cancer types:
3/148 (2.0%) colorectal (CRC); 2/33 (6.1%) melanoma, 2/113
(1.8%) breast, 2/59 (3.4%) cholangiocarcinoma; 1/19 (5.3%)
gastrointestinal stromal tumour (GIST), 1/41(2.4%) oesopha-
geal, 1/36 (2.8%) prostate and 1/60 (1.7%) lung. Figure 1
shows that, relative to the tumour type prevalence in the cur-
rent cohort, breast and lung cancers had the lowest seeding
rate and melanoma the highest. Seeding occurred significantly
(p = 0.021) more often in those patients in whom a NC-PLB
was performed (3.0%; 6/197) compared with those who had
had a C-PLB (1.3%; 7/544). The diameter of the biopsy nee-
dle did not affect the seeding risk (seeding risk 18G 1.7% (10/
586) and 16G 1.9% (3/155); p = 0.847). Signs of seeding were
only picked up at re-review of the images and not mentioned
in any of the original imaging reports or the clinical notes as
these were shown as very subtle lesions in the context of
extensive disease progression elsewhere (Fig. 2).

Discussion

Image-guided PLB plays a pivotal role in clinical cancer prac-
tice, enabling the collection of sufficient tissue for diagnostic
purposes and advanced tissue analyses. In the realm of

Table 2 Complications per
biopsy technique Complications All Non-coaxial Coaxial

Overall 9.3% (87/932) 12.3% (31/253) 8.2% (56/679)

Grade 1 (mild)

Pain

Hypotension

4.5% (42/932)

2.1% (20/932)

7.5% (19/253)

2.0% (5/253)

3.4% (23/679)

2.2% (15/679)

Grades 2–4

Pneumothorax

Pulmonary embolism

Increased LFTs

Sepsis/fever

Bleeding

0.1% (1/932)

0.2% (2/932)

0.2% (2/932)

1.0% (9/932)

1.2% (11/932)

0

0

0

1.6% (4/253)

1.2% (3/253)

0.1% (1/679)

0.3% (2/679)

0.3% (2/679)

0.7% (5/679)

1.2% (8/679)

LFTs liver function tests
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precision medicine, more and larger cores, often obtained be-
fore and at different time points during treatment, are required
to perform the vast amount of genomic, transcriptomic and
immunohistochemical analyses inherent to this field [4]. In
this study, we showed that the use of C-PLB allowed for
significantly more tissue sampling with fewer complications
and a lower seeding rate than NC-PLB.

The diagnostic accuracy of both C-PLB and NC-PLB
achieved the UK national audit standard of > 90% [11], with
no significant difference between either technique.

Regarding complications, pain was the most frequently re-
ported complaint as expected [12, 17]. Patients experienced
less pain after C-PLB than NC-PLB and this is probably di-
rectly attributable to the lower number of passes through the
liver capsule, reducing capsular pain. In line with previous
large cohort studies [12], major complications were uncom-
mon. For instance, a post-biopsy bleeding occurred only in

1.2% of cases, which is comparable with the results of Cui
et al [5], who reported a bleeding risk of 1.43% in a cohort of
26,941 cancer patients across the USA. In this and most other
studies, the impact of procedural factors such as biopsy tech-
nique, number of passes and needle size was not assessed. The
single study comparing bleeding rates between a coaxial and
non-coaxial biopsy technique [18], the latter with and without
gel foam plugs, could not show a significant difference in
complication rate. However, two cases of major bleeding ne-
cessitating embolisation and resulting in one patient’s death
occurred after an unplugged biopsy. Similarly, the one patient
requiring arterial embolization (0.1%) for bleeding in our
study underwent a NC-PLB. In addition, a large prospective
study [19] showed that the risk of bleeding rises with an in-
creasing number of multiple passes. Hence, we believe that C-
PLB with Gelfoam plugs does have its merit to decrease the
risk of serious post-biopsy bleeding by minimising the

Fig. 1 Seeding rate per tumour
type relative to tumour prevalence

Fig. 2 31-year-old man with metastatic colorectal cancer. a Staging CT
performed immediately after an ultrasound-guided percutaneous liver
biopsy of a lesion in the segment V of the liver (white arrowhead, note
gas bubble from biopsy), which was performed by using a non-coaxial

biopsy technique. b On the CT performed 2 months later, there are
multiple new lesions in keeping with progressive disease. Furthermore,
a new deposit (white arrow) is noted in the chest wall, along the needle
track (dotted white line), indicating tumour seeding
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number of capsular passes while still allowing for more tissue
collection. Pulmonary embolism is an infrequent but major
complication and occurred more often in our study than in
previous reports. Most likely, this is attributable to the hyper-
coagulability inherent to cancer, putting patients at higher risk
of thromboembolic events [20], in combination with the ces-
sation of anticoagulation prior to the procedure.

Our study is the first and the largest to date to specifically
and systematically evaluate the risk of tumour seeding post-
PLB in cancer patients with a variety of histopathological aeti-
ologies. Seeding was uncommon in the current study, occurring
in only 13 out of 630 patients with imaging follow-up (2%) and
only observed in the context of significant disease progression
elsewhere in these patients. Even then, lesions along the biopsy
track were very small and, in fact, only picked up on re-
reviewing the images and none were diagnosed prospectively
in the original radiology reports. This suggests that seedingmay
not have been the driving force for disease progression in pa-
tients having a biopsy of metastatic liver lesions. The limited
number of studies investigating the seeding risk after PLB of
metastases focused on breast and colon cancer [13, 15, 21, 22].
Chen et al [15] who evaluated all post-biopsy imaging in a
cohort of 433 PBL of colon and breast metastasis found that
none of the breast cancer patients presented with seeding, yet a
6% (17 of 278 patients) seeding rate was seen after PLB of
colorectal metastases. In older retrospective studies comprising
less than 51 patients, the risk of seeding post-PLB of colorectal
metastasis was even higher ranging 10–16% [13, 21, 22]. These
studies mainly sampled tissue by fine-needle aspiration and
NC-PLB. In contrast to these results, we only found seeding
in 3 out of 151 (2%) colorectal cancer patients after PLB.
Instead, the seeding cases occurred in other tumour types, with
a relatively higher ratio of occurrence in melanoma and GIST.
We hypothesise the biopsy technique used may be crucial in
decreasing tumour seeding along biopsy tracts. Using a coaxial
system, there is only one penetration of the liver capsule with no
direct contact with the metastasis when placing the coaxial nee-
dle at the edge of the target lesion. The fully automatic core
biopsy needle samples the lesion and is retracted through the
coaxial needle which protects the liver parenchyma and the soft
tissues from tumour seeding. The risk of seeding in our study
was significantly lower in those patients where a coaxial needle
system was used. This is supported by the findings of Maturen
et al [14], who did not have a single case of seeding after the use
of a coaxial needle system for PLB of hepatocellular carcinoma
(HCC), while a previous meta-analysis [23] found an overall
seeding risk of 2.7% post-PLB in HCC.

Our study has several limitations. Firstly, this was a retrospec-
tive study and therefore there may have been a selection bias.
However, all consecutive liver biopsies performed in our institu-
tions in the given period were included in the analysis. Secondly,
the choice of the biopsy technique reflected the radiologist pref-
erence and results may have been influenced by individual

performances. Nevertheless, all biopsies were performed by ex-
perienced operators in both groups. Thirdly, the vast majority of
the patients received systemic anticancer treatment post-liver bi-
opsy which may have delayed or eliminated the occurrence of
tumour seeding. Also, only a few patients had oligometastatic
disease, and therefore, it’s not possible to estimate the seeding
risk and its impact on survival in patients on a potential curative
pathway. Nevertheless, our results do reflect standard oncology
practice and the standard of care in our institution can be expect-
ed worldwide. Fourthly, no histological confirmation of
suspected seeding lesions was obtained. As these were usually
seen in a context of generalised progressive disease, sampling of
these lesions would result in additional stress for patients with no
added value to the clinical management, and was therefore
deemed unethical. Finally, as the biopsy track is not identifiable
on subsequent imaging, the course of the needle was estimated
based on lesion location and available procedural imaging and
reports. We tried to define the maximum possible seeding rate
accepting that all lesions identified in the biopsy track were true
positives, although some could actually represent disease pro-
gression. Therefore, the seeding rate in our study could be slight-
ly overestimated, which only underscores the fact that seeding is
very uncommon and should not be reason not to perform a PLB.

In conclusion, we found that C-PLB is of particular interest
in the oncological setting and for clinical cancer trials. More
and larger tissue cores can be obtained repeatedly in the same
patient in safely manner with a lower risk of complications
and seeding than NC-PLB.
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